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the middle nation. From 1750 onwards the resident
Anglo-Irish aristocracy developed a strong local
character : their parliament had increasing importance
and the life of the island ran to Dublin and not beyond.
All that comes down to us from that epoch indicates
a high level of culture. Outlay was largely on domestic
architecture, and the brick-built houses of the period,
admirably decorated inside with stucco, are still
extant in great numbers, though very few in their
original state. Some are clubs, a good many are
Government offices; on the north side of the city
whole streets of them are now tenements let out in
single rooms: yet all, even in the uttermost squalor,
keep traces of distinguished beauty. Of the public
buildings which marked the time, the front of Trinity
College, and what was then the Parliament House,
but is now the Bank of Ireland, survive intact: the
Four Courts and the Custom House, more beautiful
than they, are in ruins, but enough stands to show
that they were among the best European examples
of the classic school. The minor decorative arts,
silver, glass-cutting, and furniture-making, were on
the same level. Dublin was the seat of a strong
oligarchy, who spent money lavishly, both private
and public, for their own advantage, and spent it
with good taste.
After the Union, the centre of Irish political life
shifted to London, and the society which possessed
' the power and wealth of Ireland—a very small pro-
portion of the Irish people—in great part transferred
its residence and its expenditure to England. There
was no further building of the same merit; the skilled
crafts died out for lack of patrons ; and society, still
centring round the Viceregal Court, centred round
the forms,, not the reality of power.
Still, Dublin 'remained a metropolis: it had a
character wholly different from that of the great
provincial English towns which rapidly came up to
it in numbers* It was the seat of a government,

